
WARNING MOVING PADS 
Any piece of equipment can be dangerous if not operated properly.  YOU are responsible for 

the safe operation of this equipment.  The operator must carefully read and follow any 

warnings, safety signs and instructions provided with or located on the equipment.  Do not 

remove, defeat, deface or render inoperable any of the safety devices or warnings on this 

equipment.  If any safety devices or warnings have been removed, defeated, defaced, or 

rendered inoperable, DO NOT USE THIS EQUIPMENT!!! 

 

Protective Moving Pad Blankets provide Maximum Shipment Protection. 

Use these Moving Pads to help absorb shock and prevent chips and scratches when transporting 

items. Pads are constructed of high-quality materials for long lasting durability and 

dependability. Full insulation provides surface protection for furniture, electronics, fragile items 

and more. Dimensions are 72"L x 80"W. 
 

 

If the moving pad should get dirty while in use, spot clean only!  

These moving pads are not machine washable!  

Customer is responsible for any damage resulting from laundering, or from the use of strapping 

tape on these moving pads. 
 

When Wrapping Small Items and Furniture: 

One of the major goals when using a furniture moving pad is to tie furniture and objects that are 

relatively small–such as chairs, nightstands, and tables– as tightly as possible (but not too tight 

as to risk crushing). To do this, use what is often referred to as a diaper wrap. Explained as 

follows: first, lay your furniture moving pad out on the floor. Place the piece in the middle of 

the pad. The piece should be placed as if it were in a diamond. Pull the top over first. Then the 

right-side followed by the left side and finally pull tightly up from the bottom. This will create a 

safe padded pocket that protects every corner. Use a large rubber band to secure. The tighter the 

pad, the more you can fit in the truck. 
 

When Wrapping Medium Sized Furniture and Objects: 

Medium pieces should be wrapped on their feet. Drape a moving pad over the front. Pick up the 

overhanging pad on the side square and pull around the side. Repeat the other side. Use a rubber 

band to secure. 
 

Regarding Large and Extra-Large Pieces: 

This is done the same way as the medium pieces. It just may require two to four moving pads. 

What you use to secure the pads to your furniture is also of great importance. Always use 

pressure sensitive packing tape do not use strapping or carton/box sealing tape, as this type of 

tape will damage & tear the moving pad. Using twine or specially designed rubber bands to 

secure the pads to the piece you want to protect is another way of securing the pad to the item.  

 

If the person receiving this handout will not be the user of the equipment, forward these 

instructions to the operator. If there is any doubt as to the operation or safety of the equipment, 

DO NOT USE!!! CALL A TOOL SHED IMMEDIATELY!!! FAILURE TO FOLLOW 

THESE INSTRUCTIONS COULD RESULT IN INJURY OR DEATH 


